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S'ide 1, Recorded December 18, 1984, page l""""~Edwa:1;d G;. Lans:dale

L:

.•. wh±ch is part of the Cold War but it would give you wrong ideas about

this war and how it is being fought here.

And here the Communists have just

been very successfully defeated the French at Dien Bien Phu, and we 1're now
picking up the aftermath of that and the very disasterous aftermath_ indeed,
So I need people that know how to do things, and any of you know- anything
about psychological operations, and it wasn't a God damned one that knew.
And I said, well, I haven't files, I haven't anything.

Joe Redick was

sitting there at the table and he said, well, let's get some order out of ·
this.

He said, you tell us what we're going to do andT 1'11 just wr±te it

down h~re and we'l~ have some.orders.
to go :rn psychological operations.
but I'm willing to try, see.

Je- s~id: well, r-tve got two volunteers

~ Phillips

said, I d0n't know about it

And so we started off that way,

I put them in ....

and the French didn't know anything about it, so they didntt want any American
near the Vietnamese Army.

The Vietnamese Army, were their

and no Americans could play with them.

children, see,

Psychological warfare ~ well, we got

something like that in the Viet Nam ... go on, we don't want,_:you do that .

So

I got in as an adviser to the Vietnamese Army on psychological operations,
because they gave it to me for free, see.

The other side wasn't interested.

So I wanted someone hitting on that all the time; I could tell them, we're
planning on this and following this line and so on.

So we did ... we got,,,.

incidentally when Diem got in, the psychological operation of the Vietnamese
Army immediately joined the Chief of Staff in ousting Diem and taking over
the government for themselves and captures the radio station and were broa,d~
casting against Diem all the time.

And the Americans were telling me, thatts

our radio, that's an American radio, Radio Saigon was,, and go and get it back,
And I said, oh, they've got tanks around there so nobody can take it awe,y from
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them again.

You guys go and get it back.

, .. my boys doing it all see.

You gave it to them.

When

The French finally woke up tG the thi'nsr and

got some of their people in v ery close t o that , to the. ra,d±a oper,a,t±e m '
But I introduc ed somebody and changed the whole th:Lng around.

That guy'·s

teaching up at Hagge't's town, Marylan d, now, but he was • • • that 1 s· a,n interest ipg
s·to'l'.'y to ..• later when the U. S. Navy got in the refugee lists· to lift emt of
the north, I was talking to the Admiral running the task. force in h'l'.'ing±ng
down i·. the Navy lift, and invited him to stay at my place,

Sn he. c~e in witFi.

his· Aide, and his Aide was asking me, he said,]) was statione d at 'ft. Bragg
a.,

with the Army for a time and he said, there was· t\ Vietnam ese there and I used
to invite him

over to the house alot and lie loved my wife•s· cooking and s0

forth, and I 'd love to say hello to him again.

And it was· the guy running

the radio station down there against Diem, and I said to the Adn)iral , how·
about detachin g that guy to be on ... be serving with me for a week or two here
and help me out of a real jam.

And so he said, ok.

He told him to stay with_

me and operate there, and we rode up in a jeep to the radio station and this·
tank just leveled its gun at me.

He said, stop, you know·.

So I stopped at

the wi ndows of the radio station, up on the second floor were open, and I
was- yelling out, I forget this Lieuten ant's name now running the radio s·t ation
,
but in their :Psyops

program , yelling at him and he finally stuck

his head out.

And I said, I 1 ve got a big surprise for you:

brought here.

He said, come on in.

hi.s· gun intr

I said, that God damned tank is sticking

y windshi eld, tell him to back off.

off, you know, and we came in.

look who I

So he told hi:)Jl to ba,ck

And I told this Nav y guy, I said , all I want

you to do is get close again to your friend, the Lieuten ant, and gradual ly
change their attack from being against Diem to being against Diem for not
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being anti-Com munist enough, and he should be more.

guys· are against Commun ists.
Vietnam ese did, see.

And he said, you ·

You're God damned right, we fought them . • . the

I said they' 11 go along wi:'th. this-, nut the 'French won t t

catch on what was happenin g, and then I can go and get Diem t0 make an
anti~
Commun ist stateme nt, that's strong on it, their whole campaign wt ll collapse
.·
He said, ok.

I said, that• s a simple little change like. that.

two or three days: will be enough.

S:o he said

So he changed them and they became anti .....

• . . against Diem for not being strong enough aga±nst the Commun ists·.
was telling me, why did they do that?
all, you know.

Diem

I said, be thankfu l f @r it , tna,t ~s

And you make some strong stateme nts now, make yoursel f a

little plainer , where you stand.
And then I went to

u.s.r .

So he did, and the whole campaign c@lla,pse d ,

Do you want your God damned radi0 back or, • . I

guess· it was a U.S. Aide Mission , they said no, it ts all right now, so
•. •
they were doing the right thing, see.

But that was a clever Frenchm an that

... who wasn't. ,.he must have been with French Intellig ence or sa:rmetn±n
g,
tcause he wasn 1' t with. the Army r was up at that radio sta.tion , but he
was· a
journal ist over there,

and they used to do a weekly newspap er in, in , . ,

the French Weekly out there.

And he moved to Pnom Phenh.

later , and he

was very close to the Cambodi an leadersh ip, Prince Sihancmk,
an adviser to him later,

And years later I visited out there ,

and he wa,s·
I was· on a

White House team that visited around the area, we went right into Pnom
Phenh
and I asked the people there, the Ambassa dor there, do you mind if
a Frenchm an, one of

Sihanou k's

advisers here.

r

talk to

He said, he and I' are

0ld enemies and this is good neutral ground , and he. said, well, I would
like
to have one of my Embassy people, the head of my politica l section, in
on that,
He said, i:,.ie don 1·t trust you,

And I said, ok, let him come in and he can do the

translat ing, as far as I'm concerne d so ... We did at a party that night
.and we
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had the damnedest thing.

This guy was one of the really clever Psy· war

pe0ple on the French side , but they never used him to campaign against the
C©mmunists.

He was very sympathetic to the Communists, the Chinese Communists~
-f'ov..:JO.,rds

and opposed to the Soviet Communists, but sympathetic a!T the Chinese.

But

what he'd do, he would furnish lines to the Army and to the Chief of Sta.ff
who was against Diem and wanted to be Prime Minister, and <J/v e him lines- to
sBy about Diem .
see,

Diem might be honest, but so is my tw0 year old daughter,

And T said, that•· s clever stuff, you know·, I said that hurts mo:t>e tha,n

anything else that's ever been yelled at him, you know,

T said, it affected

Diem; he used to come up here and be very worried about, ask me about it, a.nd
I said, that ts, a very sweet little two year old daughter he has the'.('e,
(lo.u. 5 J, fe, r I

Y'©U

should be honored , you know, he's comparing you with her, /\ Of course 1 Diem
wasn't at all, you see.

Two year old .

But that was a lot of fun doing tha,t.

T went way off from what T was talking about.
going to tell you about Joe Redick .

Oh.

T started really·,

r

wa,s-

So he first came in and, in Saigon witfi_ ·

me from almost the beginning of the time I was there on through. the fh:st
years that I was there in the '50' s, ' 54 that was , in the late fall of 1·54
on up until sometime in '56, I forget when, maybe the middle of
something .

1

56 or

But he was in on all the conversations I had with Diem, would

just be the three of us , and he would do the interpreting fer me, and hours
and hours· of s-essiems.

I took him in to negotiations, when we were negotiating

the surrender of some of the sec force leaders and so on later, and guys like
tell me, why do you think. tha,t, tha,t •. ,they used to

Lou C0nein would

call him Mother Redick; don't ever use that; that• s· a deadly ins:ul t wi th_ hiin.
But I said , I'm taking the best crack shot in our outfit, Joe Redick ,
terri_fic shot,

r

He said,

said, he beats all of you guys; you are just all talk,

hv..t-

~
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he hits the bullseye every time, so when I get in a real touchy, tight

si tua ti0n, I want to take the best shot we I ve got along with_-me, and the two
And I

ef us- go in together.

said, I don't trust you other guys· the way I

And then with all my negotia,tions with the '.French Pond
in
then later on I would be called/ cm various commissions- like the V'lhite House

trust him with a gun.

Draper

Committee on our military aid out in Asia and around the w0rld,

the Asia Committee.

I was called in on the trip and I asked that J0e Redi.ck

come along with us and everything as an interpreter with--me.

So, •. a_na then

I would go out for Defense on visits like my one in 1960 I did and then earlyone, I forget when, I went out, and I would always take Joe Redick.

I 1'd

ask the Agency to loan him to me, and Joe would always g0 a,long w:itfr_-me. · So
he 1· s· been with me much_ more than some of the others ever fo::i,ve.

And in l-65'

when Lodge took me back to Viet Nam, I put together a team and Joe went along
with me on that, when he wa,s working for the Agency and they
to come on out and work with me, as they did Lou Conein.

released him

Lou Conein .. ,they

told me that he had gotten in trouble the last time he was there with the
Vietnamese and that, oh, the guy that was President of Viet Nam then.,,
General ... well ...
C:

(unintelligible).

L:

No, no, this was the last President ...

C:

Thieu

L:

Thieu, yeah .

yeah.

Thieu was Chief of State in

1

65 and Ky was Prime Minister,

But Thieu was opposed to Conein ever coming to Viet Nam again they told

me in CIA, so I said, well, I'll check with Thieu when I go out there.

So when ·

I: met Thieu, I asked him point blank on this, and he said, do you want him here ?
And I: said, yes-, I would,

He loves your country, and he 1· s sert of a, rough neck

I

f
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and so forth, but he can do a lot of good, and T think you f0lks, need

someone like that out here.

So he said, ok, be fine with me.

not to stand in nis, way at all.

I t0ld CIA

,,

I didn't tell them how, Pd talked to h:i:m ,

But I brought him along.

but he said he'd back it up.

S'o

But ,j'C)e ,R edick'•s , been

en a number of trips with me out there, and he" s some0ne r trust implicitly,,
(_l ,,_,.,J h fer }
I d0n ~t know,, but r wouldn tt
Maybe he's a secret (illegible) I\.
completely,
think so, I don't think I'd believe that.

But he went through a lot of tougfi_

ones.
C:

Can we s fi ift the subject real abruptly?

L:

Sure.

C:

First of all, how tired are you, General ?

L:

I "m tired.

C:

You •re tired.

Do ycm want a nap?

Then we '11 shift the subject to this,.

Can I' came ha.ck

tomorrow?
L:

When ...

C:

8:30 in the morning.

And maybe T could have an hour or so in tne

afternoon,
L:

I think so, maybe, yeah.

my car.

I'd like to go in and call tnese people a.bout ,

I got a thousand miles just checked up, about 1100 miles and I want

to take it in if I can this week sometime, but I don't know.,,
wait until I get Pat off to the Philippines.

Qthe:i:;wise ,

r ~11

That will be in January , and I: "d

like to call and see how busy they are and how long I I d ha,v e to take it in for,
over there, because I also want a heating (illigible) put in the, end of the
bl0ck in case we hit sudden snow storms and so forth _ in January.
C:

Have you been up in Alaska recently?

L:

No,

C:

You pull into a parking place there at Anchorage and as, a pa,12t of the

'
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C:

parking 1neter , there's a plug in , and you just plug you'.!'.:' engine 'l'.'ight

there into the parking meter and it keeps· it warm .

c:

L:

And they all have engine block heaters?

C:

Yes·.

L:

Yeah..,

It's now Tuesday·, and I:~-m goi.n g tQ the ·

The foregoing was 'l'.'ecorded on Monday .
home of Joe Redick to interview him,

R:

, , ,fine hut I' 1'Ill a rather poor person to talk to , and I lm not ter'l'.'ibly

a,'l'.'ticulate .

If you get a chance to talk to- Rufe Phillips you t11 see the

difference.

He is very articulate .

C:

He will give you a good story·,

But it isn ' t really , you know , good story that I'm afte'I'.'; just kind of

information about however it might be ...
You steej;, the. cony eJ( i;,;p, ti'Qn ~

'R;

well, I 1'11 leay e it up tq yqu.

C;

Y·o u 'fnean you i:t:e going to upset -my· nan..:..a±1;ecttve i:i.J?J?:1'.-'0qcn:: · J:' ½n -nl,9,1"'1:.t,ed

,, I

to a psychologist . . .
R:

Oh, I see .

C:

She took a week and .. .

R:

Does smoking bother you?

C:

Oh .

No , I don't want one right now but I was just showing that it doesn '"t

,.

bother me at all.
Would you tell me, Mr. Redick .. .
R;

Joe ,

C:

Ok.

',R:

$ure .

Would you tell me first when you were born and then where .
i'.fuly 29, 1916,

Hartford, Indiana,

And let's see, when I was five,

my family moved to New Mexico, which I really sort of consider my home because I
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grew up there, until the age of, oh, I guess it was 15.

Mayne just not

quite 15; 14 or 15 1 at which point my father went back to Indiana to worR
0n a doctorate and, so, I was in Indiana for a number of years,

I did my

undergraduate w0rk at the University at Bloomington and,,,you want some
more?
C:

Yeah, but I want first of all to check and see what we arie doing . ••

R:

5o anyway, if you want just a little bit of a rundown .. •

C:

Yes, I would.

R:

... undergraduate work as I say at Bloomington, majoring in French, had

a summer in France, then I went to ..•

C:

Se la viv ...

R:

Pardon?

C:

Se la viv.

R:

wonderful,

C:

Oh, how wonderful.

R:

That was 1937.

let's see.

I had my 21st birthday in France,

So that sort of ... well, I already told you once fie fore ,

Then I went to Colorado.

graduate students.

That's where I met my· wife.

We met in French class.

we were :5oth

And we both got Maste'l'.'s then,

and I went ahead and eventually got a doctorate ... not until after the war
actually.

I hadn't finished my

work when I got into the Navy.

So T came

b.ack after that and continued to teach and got my doctorate in, oh, r· don 1' t
I guess
know .. /probably '48 if I'm not mistaken. Again it was in French., although
basically it's romance linguistics.

Linguistics rather than French. as· a

language, or just French. and French literature.
C:

Now·, where did you get your doctorate?

R:

At Colorado.

.,
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At Colorado.

~=

At Boulder.

C:

Did you have a chance to do any skiing while you were there,

or we~e~

you •. .

R:

I went skiing once.

Margaret went out there.

She got ,a scholarship

to go to Colorado.

She was going to go ... she had other scholarships-. She
had
decided on Colorado, Boulder, because she wanted to ski. She/ skiied a little
bit in the Pyrenees when she was in Toulouse.

She had a year in 'F rance.

she went to Beulder hoping to ski, and she nev er d:j:d ski in Boulder.

So

Tha, t 1' s,

the las-t skiing I did except for one time in J'apan.
C:

Well, now, you mentioned being in the Navy and ...

R:

Thatis right.

C:

I guess I hadn't realized that you were in the Navy.

I thought you were

probably Army.
R:

No,

r- was

Navy.

I got into the Language School at Boulder, Japa,nese

Language School , where they trained both translaters •.. well, we were trained
in the language.

It was after that that we were sort of switched around as

either interrogators or translaters.

r

I was an interrogator at Pearl Har bor .

was there off and on for about a year ... a year and a half, except for a

long trip out to Iowa Jima Island, Okinawa.
January of '44 I got into the Navy.

Anyw,ay
'/ i' ' 'E'hat was • .. I guess it was

I think that's right.

spent over a year on that miserable Japanese language.
language.

In any case, we

It is quite a difficult

Do you know anything about Japanese ;'

C:

No , just that it's tonal .

C:

Oh, I thought it was. i3. tonal language \

R:

No, no, not basically at all.

The thing is, the Japanese •.. it's not
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really a difficult language, per se.

What they have dcme, you see, they,

took over the Chinese ideagraphs, which. are very well suited for · a -m0n6·,••t>'l avic
language like Chinese, but not at all well suited for an efflected language
like Japanese.

It makes it pretty hard, I'd say.

So 0nce I' g0t out of the

Navy, I decided, well, I think I'll just forget .Japanese.

Although l did

use it somewhat in Japan when I' was there.
C:
'R:

Do y0u know· other languages he sides• ·French. and Ja_panese r;> ·
(or don I t talk 7·)
Well, I used to ... actually· I/even taught Spanisn~· I' ha,d pretty good ·

3pa,nish .

I't ts virtually· all gone n0w.

to keep it up .

I had no use f0r it.

I ha;ven 't tried

,,

I had German as a streng minor in my undergradua,te worl< ,. but

:r· never really got much of a chance to use it, so I· can ''t really· fienestly· say,
that I know German.
c,,

But French was my major second language .

Well , I always admire someone who has· skill with languages, beca,use my

tongue has always been so thick, as well as my head.

And to get ·my PHD , of

course, I had to have both French and German ...
R:

That 1 s right.

C:

That was the hardest part of the whole, ..

R:

Was it really?

C:

Oh, yes.

R:

Well, of course, that doesn't bother me at all,

C:

I took my •.. I am so thick headed, I took my family to Europe helt;e s0me

years back, and I was going to show them how well I sp0ke ·French , and in this•
cafe in Brussels I ordered ... how anyb0dy could forget cafe au lait , I don l•t
know.

I ordered in a mixture of French. and Spanish,

Oh well.

I said ca,fe con teton ,

The waiter was so amused at trying to figu r-e out how· you would get

a breast down in that cup of coffee.

So :r really admir e a linguist ,

Well,

then you spent your time in the Navy as an interrogator, translater, pretty much '?
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That ' s right .

Twas· aboard ship for about, I think it was almost six

Asi:de from that r· was· in Pearl Harbor.

·months·.

we had a small interrogat± 0n

set up with, oh, I dontt know, maybe about 10 or 12 inter'l'.'ogato rs .

:rt was , • .

it was· relatively dull stuff because we'd bring . .. the POW's would oe brought
in after they had been interrogate d, you know, earlier on, and there wasn't
very much left • .. But it was: e:me of those things· that had to be done, even
thcmgh the returns were pretty slim .

And we had a very large trans·l ating

secti0n at Pearl Harbor, and they did a lot of ve-r-y· g(.i)od work_

Highly-

important .
C:

After the war, did you stay in the Navy Resepve or •.•

'R:

Well, I stayed in the Na,val Reserve for, let""s see, how,' long '/1

I ' dontt

know; it was something like 3 0r 4 year-s when I' was· teaching at Boulder ,

So

finally got into what they called the retired Resesr>ve, a,nd then theyf>re ught
? unintelligi ble
me back on active duty to go out to Fort or Port/n '54, and I den ~t know how

r

long it took me after that to resign from the Navy,

But I finally did ,

I

think I finally got out in about 1960.
C:

So you were in quite awhile then.

R:

Oh, yeah .

But most of the time was inactj:ve.

I did n0thing at all ,

I went to one meeting they had in Denver, retired officers .

Are you a retired

officer ?
I'm still active Army reserve.

C:

No.

R:

Oh, uhn hunh.

Well, the retired officers could take these classes· and

that would count toward their eventual retirement.
·meeting.
go0d .

And that was the end of it.

Well, I don 1·t know.

All services·, , . all military services we're p;retty- bad.

N~vy and ri m not sorry,
C:

Well, I actui:1,lly· went to one

H0w did you become such. a good shot?

The Navy is- pretty
I: did choQse the
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Well, I grew- up in New Mexico, as I say, and . • • well, tlier,, e is• the rifle

R:
that

That was· my Father 1·s· 22 pump gun.

learned to shoot with.

I'

·my own first 22.

So I did a lot of shooting.

And here is-

And tfl.en, let 1·s see, at 0ne

time, r- must have been about 15, I got a handgun ... in fact tliat was· my pay for
taking the school census in the Mexican speaking, .. Spanish speaking pa.rt o:e ·
Gallup

where we were.

Well, I don I t know·,

I' can 1,t

r- fired quite a J5it,

In fact, my son..,..in-law is much inte:i:;-ested · in

say that I"m a good shot n0w.

shooting and when he and Nancy, my daughter, were back here, I' don 1 t know,
3 or 4 months ago, he sort of got me interested.

,,

It's a little short; it's only· about20 feet,

I have a little range up there.
24 feet.

So I· started firing again.

r· ha,v e a

Anyway I s-tarted firing again.

-ve1y:ry•

nice · Smitfi_and Wesson '

22 target pistol, which I finally scoped, since ·my eyes were getting .. ,
giving me a little trouble.

But, you know, I really wasn't very· gocid, and

r

would find out that if I would keep shooting, either daily en::' · eve;J: ' y• otne;i:,, da;y,,
then I could shoot a group, .. well, my good groups· would run between · three...-i
quarters and an inch at, as I say, 24 feet, which is not good shooti:,n g but
it's not all that bad either.
C:

It would certainly scare a burglar if he came in tlie house,

R:

Oh., well,

I won't .have a loaded gun in the house.

I do happen to belong to the NRA.

lm

not a, . , well 1

I didn't belong for a long time,

J: gaye . ·

r guess, after I left Japan because I was busy on all kinds of . otfier ·

it up,
things.

And finally last year, I decided, well, they used to have a wonde']'.;ful

magazine, you kn<:'>w, the National Rifl:e.man.
decided, r•·11 just join, and

:r

did.

sheet, now.
Is that right ?

I learned a lot from it, so I

And unfortunately, at least in my view·,

their magazine has deteriorated no end.

C:

I

It 1 s nothing much. more than a propoga,nda
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R:

I think so.

C:

I' haven 1· t

seen a copy for Iuany years.

I used t0 subscribe in my 20~• s-,

but • .• awhile back,
Well, you go ahead now and ask me what you wa,nt.

R:

Yeah~

C:

A,11 right.

You •.. how· did you get ... how· were you contacted by the Citi, to

go to work for them?
R:

Well, let's· see, I had a friend back here who was, in the: State Depa,rtment,

and he was a close friend 0f some people in CI'A,

And at one point I was· thinking

ef either tr,ying to get into the State Department or something like tha,t, a,nd he,
this- friend of mine, suggested the CI'A because, at that point, they were recruiting,
whereas the State Department was always a little difficult to get .. , I ccrmld have
got in all right.

In fact, I was given a rating and at that particula't; point

there was· nothing available.
the State Department.

But I could probably eventually have got int0

But anyway, he talked to this friend of his in the,

Agency, who fortunately needed somebody and s0 I did apply, I guesfr, · a,nd wa,s•
eventually accepted.
C:

Did they like you because of your language skills?

R:

No, that had nothing to do with it.

C:

J:s· that right?

'R:

In :fact, for a long time I didn I t even use French in any· of my wQrk, al though

Well, that surprises me.

that wa.s· a strong reason for sending me out to Viet Nam or Indochina.
C:

Did you ever • .. well, when did you first meet General Lansdale? ·

R:

I'n '54.

It was, I can give you, I think, the exact date, the 11th. of

August, if I'm not mistaken.

There was an agreement made that after sucfi. and

such a date, and I think it was the 15th. of August, no mo'l'.'e militar;y cc,:uld be
br0ught into either South. or North Viet Nam, and so I was just try±ng like mad
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R:

to get <;)ut there before the 15th; if that t s what it wa.s·.

-made it.

And T f:ic.n~llY'

The Navy didn 1 t really care much , whether I ' got there er n0t ~

r·

spent about three days on Guam waiting for a plane, you kn0w, to get out ·.
But anyway, that's when
August of

1

54.

I first met him.

Certainly it wa,s· s0metime in

He had been there already, as· you know:.

the cmly one • .. other one who had been there longer.

L@u Cone in was ..

Well, there weTe a

group of people that had come down from Korea. and they ha,d been there , oh ,

2 0r 3 days before I got there, but at first it was only . • . and Lou.
C:

Conein had been there, at least off and on, since ab<l!ut

R:

Well, he jumped in .

He was with Patti, as you probably know, and there

is• some kind of a funny story there.
C:

Yeah , and I've met him.

R:

Oh, you know him.

person.

1'45.

Patti. .. have you read Patti 1 s · nook ?

I never met him.

Sounds like: a verY', very a.cute

I wish he 1 d written his book when we first , .,had already· written

it when we first went out there because we could have learned a lot from him.
But anyway, something happened on that, on that trip, and Patti would hay e
nothing to do with Lou and it's mutual.
C:

I don't know· what it was.

I gathered from the conversation the other eveni.ng that Conein daesn~t

think of Patti as his favorite person.
R:

Well, I guess so, too.

of Lou on this.

I know we've never been able to get any-thi.ng out

If you can, go to it .

about Patti and ... why not?

But I doubt it.

Lou's all right.

He doesn't like to ta.lk

He's a winner.

He alway·s lands

on his• feet.
C:

Well , from August then, you were a part of Lansdale' s SG ••• Saigon Group,

Saig0n • .•
R:

we11, let •·s sBe ...

C:

What was tt called?
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R:

T guess· it was called, I guess the overt name was Saigon Military

Miss-ion or something of the sort.
C:

Yeah, something like that.

R:

Something like that.

Yes,

and then, let's see.

l den~t know exa.ctly·

when it was, but I think it must have been ab0ut Dec~ber , possibly later
than that; maybe into February.

At s0IT1e point a joint French~American

organization was set up; it was called TRIM ... Training Relations, Tnstructi~ n '
Mission.

That was otnaniels' acronym, and it was sta.ffed by- both i\rner;i.:ea.n

and French military.
probably know it.

And we had, let's see ... I have fergotten, .. well , you

I think I've forgotten the name of the, T 1 m not even sure

whether they called it a division or not, but it was basically a ., oh,
nation building or what have you, mixed up to a certain extent with. Intelligence

r- suppose.

And each section of this organization, the top man wcmld be eithe;t'

American or French, and the Deputy would be the other.

And this pa,rticular

divis·ion, if that's what it was, Lansdale was Chief and he had a Deputy who
was a French. Lt. Colonel. •. I' 11 think of his name.
a super fellow.

Very nice fellow, jus-t

In fact, I liked the French that we worked with very much,

except for maybe one or two who were very anti-American, which is unde'l'.'standable
in that situation.

It was a little difficult to get much work done, becausB

we spent all day on this overt job working with the French, and then wetd try
to get our own work done.
C:

What did you consider your own work to be, after hours '?

R:

Well, it was·... I don't really know what to call it, except maybe something

like p0litical action.

The major part of the work , as far as I was concerned,

was- Ed Lansdale's own personal dealings with Vietnamese, either dissident
groups, or directly with Ngo Dinh Diem, because he became v e ry- clos.€ to N9'0
Dinh Diem, and we would ;:IQ oyer and talk to him about once a week; well , I'm
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R:

not su'l'.?e about that.

I would say probably once a week.

And many other

grouf>S' of va'l"icus- types,, he has probably told you •.• well, you've read his
book.

R:

So you know about the dealings with

Trinh Minh The?

C:

Uhn, hunh.

R:

Things like that.

C:

Uhn , hunh .•

R·

well that's-, .. excuse me, thatts what I' con!;;;i.der the major port_j;on of

the work, and thatts where Lansdale was really good.

T don' t really know-

exactly why, but I think it was probably very much the same thing with
11agsaysay,

Now, at one point, this was quite early on, we to0k., .thi.s - was

in the book, too ... we took three of Hinh ' s

officers,

Hinh

was

the Vietnamese General, Chief of Staff or Chief of the Armed Forces, we took
three of his officers, the G-5, G-6, and I don't know what the other one was ,
Hinh
wa s apparently at that point
Diem
preparing for a coup against Ngo Dinh/ , so we took him over to try· to defuse
over to the Philippines, because

the thing.

And at that point, I ... well, we all, were taken in by Lansdale

to be met by Magsaysay and had a nice chat with him.

As I say, I ·think it

was probably the same kind of thing that Lansdale did in the Philippines, as
what he did in Viet Nam later on when I was there.
C:

He is very good,

As- I've been working on this, one character had popped into -my-mind agatn

and that's Lawerence of Arabia.
R:

Yeah.

C:

, , .who left his English culture and became an Arab.

He ultimately probably·

seemed -more at home with. ·Fah,al than he would have with. his, own class :Oack in
England.

You know, when he returned he never did really fit back into English
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C:

And I •ve thought of that so many times when I hear Lansdale

s0ciety·.

talk about the pe0ple in the Philippines that he knew and the customs that
he followed.

He said, and I'm not sure I can even accept this, he sa,i.d , :r •m

not sure I can accept what he told me yesterday, which was that at one point
he thought he was, in his words, his word was, he knew more than a. million ·
'Filipinos·.

Now

that• s very hard to figure, and I don I t knew, how· he arrived

at that or anything but ... as a point of fact, he was very well known by
people, ..
R:

That is correct.

C:

• , ,and they really seemed to regard him a.s: SOil}e kind of a brother, he

fit se well into the Philippines climate ...
R:

-R ight.

C:

, .. and then when his job there is done, he. g0es· to ,Viet Nwn a,nd once

again pulls a Lawrence of Arabia with a new and different culture,
R:

Very different; oh, yes.

C:

I don't want you to sit there, Joe, and say ycrn don• t know how· he did

this.
R:

I 1 d really like some thoughts from you as to, ..
Well, it's· not .•. it's not easy to analyze, and while I: think. the;i:;e.ts:

pr0bably one thing I should tell you if you haven't al't'eady fG,1md it emt, and
that is that people are very pro-Lansdale or they are definitely anti~Lansdale,
Well, of course, he's a friend of mine and I admire him, and I'm definitely pro.
But I have a lot of friends and a lot of people that I admire also, who simply
have no use for him.
trust what he says.

They think he's a con artist, a blow-hard, they don't
I don't know whether you will be having a chance , to talk

to somebody like that or not.
C;

Nell, give. me some names.
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·R:

Oh, well, let's see.

Well, the prime name w0uld be Phil Haf:>.ih, w,ho i::s;-

a very bright guy, by the way.

I have a lot., .thank· yeu. ·

C:

Thank you.

R:

I have a lot of respect for him, but he and Lansdale just c0uldn't get

a,long .

You see, that was the secemd time that he went out there , and it was·

quite a different deal.
C:

Well, there were only· a few hundred Americans the first ti'TI)e,

R:

Oh, there weren , t very many.

'I

at that point.

Let' s see.

I don~ t know how big 'MAAG was·,

It was fairly good size, but nothing like. later on, of . course.

Now·, the second time we were out there was, it was so different, I think it was•
prooably a mistake that w.e went, but anyway.

Actually Phil Habib thought that

Lansdale was· sort of encroaching on his territory, which. in a sense he was.
Phil at that point was head of the political section at the Embassy, and he
Ii
later went on, you know, to become Ambassador to Korea and, of course,, you

know all about his dealings in the near East.
don't know that I can think of anybody else.

He is very gocpd,

Anyway,

r

Mostly these were people that

I knew in the Agency, for example, and, you see, Lansdale is· something eif a
maverick.

He is not the typical organization man at all.
antithesis

the very

,., ,A·'·',·~~ i s of a bureaucrat.

In fact, well, hets,

Now, I'm a bureaucrat; I mean, I was,

I consider that bureaucracy is essential.

Well, that's not his· forte at all,

I dontt honestly think of anybody else that I could mention there.
C:

He has· suggested Robert Corner.

R:

Well, you know, he ... I didn '· t know that he knew Bob Corner very ,much,

I didn 1·t.

Comer ... incidentally, Comer is a very tough. guy to get along w:i'th. ·

Hets ... what•s the term they use.

I can't think of it at the moment, but you

know he"s· sort of skin-thin, ah, thin-skinned and a little bit arrogant,

Well,
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R:

T don't know.

T didn't know that there was any antipathy there actually.
He is a very strong

We had very little to do with him as I remember, anyway.
character, Comer is, and probably very good too,

Your , . •

C:

Argue the case from, say, Habib's point of view .

'~:

Well, you s:ee, this is, as I say, the second time aremnd,

i 6s t0

1 67

and Phil Habib was head of the political section, which was pretty good
size.

He was a complete professional.

Now, you see, we would .. ,we WQnld

necessarily from ... talk to people that Phil wcmld also have s0me interest i:n ,
And see we knew of a lot of people who were either outside the government or
perhaps even dissidents·, if you like, at that point.

And the group that

Lansdale had at that time was a little bit on the strange s ·ide.; it was· Roha,na,n,
who, you probably knew of him from the Philippines, and there was, well 'R,u:ee
Phillips· was· there off and on.

He was not a part of the team all tfie time.

Then there was George Melvin, who was the ... we had known him the first time.
He was a regular Army officer, Lt. Colonel, and he became a part of TNIM .
He was· to use the technical term, sort of co-opted by us, although not a
member of CIA.

Arrl,: these, this was sort of strange.

Now, George had been

out there, George Melvin, had been in Viet Nam, oh, I think probably two or
three years working with AID and he had contacts all over the place, and he
would keep coming •.• bring in these reports, many of them very good indeed,
but I would say, George, our job here is not intelligence.

I didn't know

exactly what it was but ... after all he had a fantastic CIA station the~e, I
mean in terms of size, it was very big indeed.

So, anyway, Ed suggested

Comer, hunh?
C:

Yeah , I want you to think more about Habib.

Why would he think that

Lansdale, for instance, his word would not be reliable ?
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R:

well, I ',m not sure •.. I'm not sure he thought that.

C:

Well, y0u said, untrustworthy.

'R:

Well, perhaps.

You said blow- hard . • .

I don't know that that's honestly- the way, to put · it ,

Now, Lansdale is not above slanting things.

He :may· not ... he may- not even

recognize if he's doing it, but it is a tendency- that he has', and so .•. in
other words-, when he writes something, when he writes a memo, for example.
he would write a-memo to Lodge, the Ambassa,dca: , itis- always,, fo)? sQ111e, ettect,
And so, in a. :;;:ense, it's partisan.
SIDE 2

C:

T mean, he ~s - trying to., .

... inexhaustible supply- of these tapes a,nd my- children use them in

college , you know, to tape their professors.
R:

No, T think Phil just simply thought that we were getting i .nto his,

territory, which in some ways we were, and he was: supposed t @ be top dog: ·
Head 0f the political section is a very senior 0fficer; T don '·t Rn0w- what h±s,
rank was, but, you know, just after that he became A,rnbassador ,
definitely a high~ranking officer.

So he wa,s-

Now Lansdale himself necame .•. had the

pe~sonal rank of Minister in Viet Nam the last time.

No, I was really just

talking sort of general when I said that people are usually very pro-Lansdale
or definitely anti.

Of course, that is overstating the case slightly.

theless-, there aren't too many people that are just sort of neutral.

Never~
And

don ''t forget, there is a sort of Lansdale mystique, there• s a legend, wh±ch
may or may not have a great deal to do with the facts.
C:

Tell me about the legend.

R:

Well, he's known rather widely as the quintessential counter,-guerilla

expert ,

Well, maybe so.

that role.

r

I think certainly in the Philippines· he was , he had

How much of that was his doing and how much of it was- Bohanon's,

dontt know.

That was really Bohanon's field, tao, ye;,u see ,

N<;>w- he. was ve·r y

k
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go0d at that kind of thing , and

R:

r•m

not so sure that Lansd ale reall y

I never reall y saw· much
is: all that good at that kind of opera tion, becau se.
of it.

know all aoout ·
Now- it•·s true that we did engag e .•. well, you proba oly·

s.,.en gage in v ariou s
it, becau se some of it came out in the Penta gon paper
opera ti0ns· in the north .

I didn 't do this.

I mean I wasn'·t

±nv0l ved at all ,

1ate for, them, tlie cq,5ec
excep t on the perip hery·; occas ional ly I had to trans'
anywa y, that s·±.de ~!, · it ,
offic er who didn tt know Frenc h. Teo bad , too. But
))

I

was not reall y much inter ested in mysel f.

really .

I

had a sort o :I; a stran ge role , ·

tliin<5 , althou gh_
I .. , as far as TRIM is conce rned, when we had this joint
,,

twe bars, and
:r: was low r ankin g, I was; a Lieut enant , senio r grade in the Navy,
But nev erthe less T would say tfia t fox:- ·

most of the pe0pl e were Lt. Colon els.

been hette r ..• proba bly-that side of the busin ess, I was •.• my role would have
And I was·

of tlie group .
cons·id ered somet hing like that, the Chief of s·taff

a burea ucrat .
suppo sed to.

they, were
I was: the one that tried to keep peopl e doing what
Somet imes succe eding .

But if you are inter ested in tha,t side

te Lou Conei n.
of the thing then, of cours e, you will want to talk

I tliink

much . knewl edge of · it ,
he'·s proba bly the only one aroun d here now that had
The case offic er

I

spoke of and for whom

died some years back, Fred Allen .

I

had to tr rans·la .te f r (';).m time t 0 time,

Fred ? .•. yeah, that' s right ,

But you know·

all sides , beth gover nmen tal
we knew- an awful lot of peopl e then in Viet Nam from
and non ~gove rnmen tal.
C:

was wi ll i ng to r ead ,
Well, tell me if you think I'm wrong , that Lansd ale

know like. the Ohine se
He read a lot of thing s that other peopl e misse d, you
Three Kingd oms then ...

R:

What?

C:

The Chine se Three Kingdoms then.

knowfl
· e ~nee ple like this.

Knew a li.t tle bit i3,b~ut sun Tzu:° a.rid~,-=-you

But it seems to me as I listen to him that that, maybe
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C:

it was an art of human relations, of being a reasonably good listener

and helping Magsaysay or Diem think through and come to their own conclusions.
And they liked the sympathetic listener.

And it wasn•t that he was suggesting

such amazing things to them, perhaps, but letting them arrive at conclusions
themselves.

How does that sound or seem to you?

R:

Well, you may have something there.

C:

Well, you were with the conversations with. Diem.

R:

Oh, yes.

C:

He would be a perfect person to reflect on, that aspe.c t of it,

R:

Well, he was, he was not just a passive listener and recorder by, a,ny

means.

I 1 m not absolutely, sure.

He did actually advise Diem on any number of things·.

r

dQ)n i t know,

:r~ve always felt that one of his really strong points was his, sense

o;e

He always seemed to do the necessary thing when i t had to be dcme,

And , I

timing .

know, that's not really answering your question, but r•·m not sure .•. I''m not
exactly sure that I can answer it.

I don't, as I say, I don 1 t think you

should think of him as just a listener.

He was •.. he was a very definite and

strong adviser.
C:

Unh, hunh.

R:

Well, let's see.

Can you give me some "Diemite" illustrations?
At one point, and :r guess it really isnl•t a ter'l'.'ihly

good example because I don't know that his advice was particularly pertinent
at that point.

At one point they were trying to get the Hoa Hoa General,

what was his name? .•. either to rally to the government or something of the sort,
And back and forth and back and forth, and we were working with, particularlyThieu ( ?)
with •.. well, not so much. with Diem on that as with The /
who was .. ,who 1 I
guess·, later became Vice President. And he was directly involved with ~ ., .with
the
negotiations with/ Hoa Hoa General's group. Again, it's strange, but I can't
thi nk of the name.

It's probably in Lansdale 1 s book.

Oh, Ba Cut, Ba Cut,
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R:

<:Jf c0urse.

C:

Oh, and I have that name right down here in front of me.

'R:

Y-es-.

That was his name.

I guess he was finally killed.

There w~s an

attempt at one point to, to bribe him, really, to bring him into the. government, ·
and we were involved in that.

But it didn't work out for some reason and I

don't really remember the details.

Well, it's still moving.

C:

r- thought that was funny, that I was taping you and you were ta,ping,nie.

R:

No, it's just a backup.

C:

Tell me if you could, if you can think back over the years.-, what one of

the sessions that Lansdale had with Diem might have been like.

You kn0w-, try-

to describe one of those lengthy- sessions the two of them had together.
R:

One of the what?

C:

One of the lengthy meetings or sessions.

R:

Oh~ well, I'll tell you, they would go on and on and on,

for this.

He just liked to talk.

Diem was- known

And I guess it was Ambassador Durbrow

who mentioned that too, because he was very close to Diem.

Now this was s-lightly

after our period there, although we saw him and met him on one trip that we
had, I think that was in '59.

See, we went out to Viet Nam at least twice, and

maybe three times after our tour there.
through all kinds of things.

I don't know.

They would just go

Diem would talk about the Chinese and how much

noise they made with their ... you know, these itinerant merchants.
like that.

And then he would talk about banana trees.

trees- and they just keep growing and keep growing.
and that kind

of thing.

Little thi_ngs-

There ares~ many banana

And it's wonderful for food,

At one point he was talking about using human labor

to do, I don't know, to make roads or something like that and what .•. you name
it, it was- probably talked about.
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C:

And these came with fair frequenc y?

R:

Pardon?

c:

These came al0ng with fair frequenc y? ..• these meet±n3 s, '-'.litli.. Diem ..•

R:

Oh, yes.

As I say, I remembe r them as being about once a week.

times more often, dependin g on what was happenin g and s0 fo't'th ..

O:t'

some..,.,

If it were

just some little operatio ns matter, I would sometim es take care of it myself.
Not

with Diem usually, but with. his secretar y, Vo Van Hai (.sp?)

little

things· so that, I mean, Diem and Lansdale didn "t necessa rily have to d0 all
the little things that came up.

But, no, he came to be cruite close to Diem

and was known as a strong supporte r of Diem.
C:

And you think there is no question Diem trusted Lansdale ';'

R:

Well, ycm know, Diem, after all, was Vietnam ese.

He was· Annames e

but he was Vietnam ese, and if you can general ize anyway about the Vietnam ese,

r

think you can say the Vietnam ese never trust anybody , unless-m aybe i:t•s a

one=yea r-old son.

No, to be perfect ly honest I : think. tha,t DieJll trusted

Lansdale about as much as he trusted any foreigne r.
confida nt, by any means.
was in '54 and part of

1

Now, Wes- <P;i:shel
55.

He wasntt the only-

was quite close to Diem.

This

Do you know him?

C:

No.

R·

Well, I think he's dead now.

He was a professo r at :Michiga n Sta_te, and

he was out, I guess-, pretty much on his own at this particu lar point, hut he
did talk to Diem quite constan tly, and would report to us lots of what was
said, that went on.
was really

Later on he became head of the Michigan $tate Unit which.

s0rne size,

I have forgotte n exactly what they, were supposed

to be doing, but I think they were mainly engaged in working with the police
at that particu lar, .. well, anyway, if I made myself clear on that • .. I think
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R:

Diem probably trusted him about as much as he did any· f0reigner, 'French

0r American.
C:

Do you think that if there had not been a shift in political opini('g)n ·

·,,

back here in Washington and if this government had s·trcmgly supported Diem ,
that he could have made a. go of the South. Vietnamese government?
R:

Well, you know I wasn't there, this· was what, ~63 wfien he was- Rilled?

C:

Yes.

·R.:

The people who came back here and talked made a great deal anout news

influence on Diem, and they considered him completely nefa.ri~us·,
heard much about Nhu :'

H~ve "you '

Well, I'm one of the few people, I snpp0se 1 we were

really impressed with Nhu.

He was ... he was ... he was very· bright and, at least

when I knew him and I had several conversations with him, he didn~t strike
me as being as he was later supposed to be, you know, sort of round the b.end
or what have you.
C:

Unh, hunh.

R:

But he was a very strong influence on him, of course, a.nd even very· early

on there were, •. there were strong feelings, I think maybe even in Wa.shington,
that if they could just get rid of Nhu, everything would work fine.
of himt send him someplace as an Ambassador or what have you.

Get rid

Well, it never

worked and I think Diem did depend a great deal on Nhu, who was, of course, ·
the

enitnence g;r;i:_s

, I

mean ...

C:

Yes,

R:

He never had any title, I don't think, other than Assistant to the. President

or
C:

something of the sort ,

He lived in the palace there.

He , , ,

We.1 1, in this book Lansdale seems to be pretty well certain that when

he returned from Viet Nam the first time, that there seemed to be a lot of real
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C:

promise for an independent . , •

R:

Oh, it was a going concern, there was no question abo:nt it ,

l;'eal 1 y le,oking up .

Things were

And, I de,n 't know, I think maybe things were loold:n~

SQ

(Jood that Washington just sort of , maybe , let things slide or -maybe even -made
conscious· decisions that, you know, after all itts going now·, let 1 s· go ahea,a
and do some other things.

I don't know .

I. . . I. . . things were looking awfully

good, as I say, at the end of ' 55.
C:

r·t is· such a tortured part of our history .

R.

Yes, it is.

C:

Did you know Father Wah?

R:

Oh, yes.

Oh, it is indeed.

II

First time we met Father Wah . was on that first trip we -made,. I

think this· was in ' 59, and Lansdale called for me .

I went to Viet Nam • .. well,

actually I was going to Laos, that was my station, and I went to Viet Nam jus-t
before I went to Laos, so it was right at the end of ~59 I guess , if I 1'm right.
And at that point, let's see , Father Wah already was pretty well known, and
went down to his village in

, and the Secretary of State for

Can Loa

Defense also went; I can't think of his name at the moment .
well indeed, Tong, Tong, Tong . . .
know.

I knew him very

his full name might be in here, I don 1't

But anyway we went down and met Wah , Father Wah.

around and everything.

We

I took pictures .

He showed us all

Lansdale came back and one of;' the

things .. • he wrote this up and it went to Kennedy.

This is the story, now·•..

second-hand as far as I. .. I mean this is what I've been told .. ,and Kennedy·
said, that t s the kind of thing that ought to be published, I mean get before
the people.

And so it was turned into an article in the Saturday Evening Post,

with. my pictures ,
stole it ,

I had an issue once, but the Marines at Vientiane

But anyway, that 1 s the first time we knew him, and then we knew· him
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R:

later on, in •.. on the second trip out.

Last time we saw· h±m, he came

through here and Lansdale set up a dinner with. Bern±e , Yoh, (unintelligi ble)
and Margaret and myself, I guess, and Pat, I guess that~s all, No, a,nd tne
ble)
W,ell ;
Vietnamese that lived around here, (unintellig i/ he was also ±nv<!>bred,
Father Wah was- a really a very interesting person.

He had gone b!'il school in

France, which I never knew; in fact, I didn•t even know he spoke French, and
we would normally use a Chinese interpreter with him, but actually I got along
with him quite well.

I found out later I got along with him quite well in

French.
You spoke earlier of some of the problems between Lansdale and the

C:

French., t55 and in that period,
Well,

R:

Viet Nam.

:C:

1

54 and t55,

Why did they :iesent him

SQ

much?

Ci:!;n only quote. you what a Swiss· reporter told us one time in

He sa±d, with the French, you know ... about Viet Nam, anout Indochina

as· though it were:a mistress that they had cast off, but they don I t want anybody
else to have her either.

I don 1 t know whether there's anything to that or not,

And again, I can't really answer your question.
so against Lansdale.
them were, yes.

I don't know· why tfiey were so,

In fact, I'm not even so sure that they were.

Some of

Now the Lt ... no, the full Colonel who was, I guess•, Deputy

of TRIM, again I can't think of his name; he wouldn't have anything to do with
Lansdale, and I guess Lansdale really already had quite a reputation, because
certainly the Vietnamese knew ab0ut him .,

B;ut ot" cqurs.e he had -ro9,de a, short

trip to V±et Nam the year before, as- you know-, ±n l53 1 ,rnid .... t53 he went there
with

0

1

Daniel and was involved with General Navarre

whether he wrote up something or not, but he must haye met some of the Pr.ench.
officers- at that point.
C:

Well, he tells me the story about one,, ;§\bout one. e,yening w.hen he ~:i;,r.:j:yed

for a party, may:Oe at the Embassy or someplace, of being- brougfit ·up · in a ricksfiaw~
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C:

and everybody· els:e was coming up in militi:l;l'.Y staff cars.·...

'R;

This, was,....

C:

... and he ar;r,:i:ved in a rickshaw,

R:

This was very early on if it happened; I s,u ppose it did :

,,'

net a ricksha;w.

pousse

all ~. ,i:t 1•s, called a

C:

Say that word agc1,in.

'R:

P0usse,

C:

Foos;

'R;

No

C:

0h, sure, pousse, pouss:e.

R:

It 1' s a bicycle.

I

B:eca:u~.e ~:f;ter

POUSSE.

Qk,
: 1 ....~

- -

-

the passengers ride in back.
opera tor sits, on the back..

In the Vietnamese, you ri_de in ;!;rc:mt,

Ana the ·

Tt ~ s very good, really,,

C:

I~ve r.idden one of those in Honolulu.

R:

Really :;'

C:

Yes·, yeah . ·

R:

FQ'I'.' heavens, sake.

C:

Once he gets, ins:ide, he sqys sorne. ,French. of:f;i~ei; · co~e,s. .up · apd · s,-a ys:; ;i::

I didn 1 t know:· thp.t.
'

paid somebody just today to k:i:Jl you.

.

.

;,

And he repoll'ts, oacJC tlii=3.t ne succe·eded
'~

in doing it, and Lansdale said ... he goes on with the stm1y, tha, t tfie· so.;..callea
assassin claims that he hit you twice in the ches:t,

A,nd La,nstla,le. saiu tna,t lie.
..

'

unbuttoned his: sh.irt and pulled up his undersh.irt and · said, d0 you ' see·· any,
bullet holes here ?

And the Arnerican Ambassador walks up a.h ont thi:s , ti1t1e ~na
,·

f1

said, what are you doing?
queer fo;r,me.

j

And the Vietnamese ones• are not ' like tlie Tnl'l,i- onErn,, ~he~e ·

And La,nsda,le sa,id, well, · tnis:-. J?;r;encfi_ o,i;t"ker- is<

You know, that 1·sa war story,

Rut .it is, at least illustrqtive :
!

I gues:6' of Flis feeling that the "Frencn. really ha,d it in · ;fop ' him,, ~na tnat ls; .
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C:

what

r

am curious about.

You know, why pa,rticularly him'?

Why- rn:>t J'ee

Redick?
R:

well, I don't know, except, of course, he ha,d the nwne and was.- the

driving force.

Well, it's an interesting story.

I wasnit theTe so I' can.~-' t

say- that there is anything to it, one way or the other,

I' gather that it was."

after that 0 1 Daniel gave him, or lent him •.. now you see Lansdale was- not . on '
the staff of MAAG, his cover sl0t at that point was: with the milita:r y., , the
Air ·Force Attaches office.

well, anyway, O 'Daniel gave him one · 0f · tliese little,
They were nice little cars-,

2 CV Citroen

You . know;) runber .

bands·, but they went.
C:

Yeah, yeah.

The General says he really liked that car

R:

Yea,h., yeah.

I didn tt particularly like it but i .t worked,

C:

Are you aware of any of the stories tha,t the 'French_ circulat.e d al5out. ·

Lansdale '?
R:

No I I don I t think so.

Now·, let 1· s - see,

In fact, I don't know- how- much of thq t there wa,s,.

Do you read French?

C:

Well, yeah, some.

R:

Let I s see .

know

DeMajeaune (sp. ?)

C:

Uhn 1 huhn,

R:

A pretty good novelist , DeMajeune

I 1 m trying to think of this fellow's ni?,me.

(sp.?)

if Pm n0t mistaken deals with an American called
C:

eh, is that right '?

R:

}'md of course the model is Lansdale,

got s{!)me of their idea,s- a.b out Lans:dale..
been a long time stnce I: read it,

I

Yau prol5a,Ely

ThereJ s - a, pc;J,rt o .f thi:s - 5o6R ·
Chellyman Csp.?)

So that ''s · probably- where the <French

think I 1m right ,

I '·m not sure

Well, I'm m<>t giv ing you any ge.Gd answe'l'.'s·,
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R:

T kn0w, but :rim not so sure that the French. were all that excited about

Lansdale.

r-•m not sure.

c:

Well, as you know-, in the midst of wars,, he ta.lk$' a, 9,reat deal · a,15.out ~t.

R:

Is,' that , right?

Well, I haven't read his books for some time.

T

T'm trying to think of that C0lonel's name at TRIM,

suppose that's true.

He speaks of him, and says· that he would never talk t0 him; that he ta.lked
through somebody else to him.
C:

Jean Calvinel.

Oh 1 Calvinel, Calvinel, thatts it.

What is• y0ur ·unde'l'.'standing of why Lansdale, was: cut o;ff fr~m ',fu'l'.'tner

dealings with Viet Nam at a later period?
Is· that true ';

l -mean, why do yon ask the'. questi_on ? ·

R:

Well, T don't know.

C:

Well, Lansdale seems to believe that somewhere around 1959 1 1960 I3erfiaps·,
He talks· about how;
.. '
after • 60, he 1'd go in see McNamara, for instance, and 'McNa;ma,11'.1a wciuld,.

he was, shunted as-ide from from much dealing with Viet Nam,
he ~d I

he'd want to do something with rega.rd to Viet Nam, and McNama,'l'.'a, w~uld say,,
oh, no, no, no, you go ahead and do this other thing you are doing and he ,,a
go see Gilpatrick and Gilpatrick would say the same thing.

And he felt almost

like a curtain had come down, keeping him away from active dealings· witn. VietNarn .
T 1·m afraid T can I t help.

'59.

He went out a couple of other times ...

C:

When he was on the Draper mission.

R:

That 1·s right.

C:

Uhn huhn.

R•

Lightening J'0e and I didn't get along very well ,

• '!'

he didn't think

r

C:

Now· he made that t'l'.':i:p in

That ts the one where Lightening Joe. was along.

Collins,;

Well, actually·, he just• ..
'!

was· vexy good.

n0t the way to put it.

'

I really don' t know.

R:

Hets very short tempered .

He ts very decisive.

I

'1n

Well, -:ma,yne tlia,t'·s ·

sure he had hi_s · qualities·.

Well I J: just published a book recently· i:l;OOUt one of Collins•" a.ctivities;
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C:

in World war II.

R:

Oh.

C:

!\Ila i'n the drive for the Rhi'ne, how, he. and th?,t one di"Vis,:ixm · just

Jd_na

of ' hang out there to get destroyed because. it wa,s suppasea to be i3. aiyers-iona,ry
attack.

R:

Oh?

C:

Q;E

tI:ie one diyis±on.

Ana then he decided to postpone · the. dr.:j_xve ;for · tfie
\\

?Rhi'ne -J5eca,use it was· too rainr, but he fo't'got to pull the a±-vision · bacl< in.
-R:

Really-?

C:

And it just sat there a,nd got chewed up bi the Germans.

C:

No, no, I've had plenty.

Thanks .

Well, can you tell me, or what can you tell me about your work. there and
Lansdale's work between '65 and '67.
R:

Well, it was a very strange thing.

charte'r'.

We actually- in a sense di:dn'·t ha,ve a,ny-

At one point Lansdale was supposed to be working w:ithwhatever they

called it at tha,t particula'l'.' point, it was always some euphenism :Eo·r pacification:
A,na he did become very close with General Tong Csp. ?) who at that point headea
the Vietnamese yide o f that work.

But as I say, it was sort of strange because

we really- didn't actually belong to anybody, or seem to anyway.
directly on the Ambassador.

Our reports would go directly to Lodge rather than

you kn~w through the political section and
really.

we depended

S6

forth.

It was pretty strange

The, orga.nizs:1.tion, the American organization wa,s· just too big to, for

Lansdale, I thi:nk-, tl;l have ha,d any real role, at least comparable t0 the one
that he had nefore, where he was, I mean in the fi,r s.-t he. Wi:l,S .undqubtedly- ve;1:;y·

-,,
influentta,l.

No question ahcmt it.

we were pretty'Il\uch on the periphery.

\, \

This second time, no, I -woula sa;y· i:t was1 , •
•I

I don't think we did much harm ~- but r- "'Ill .

,,
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R:

not sure we did a great deal of good either.

C:

Well, you had no ~role.

R:

Well, l '.don't know.

What sort of things did you do ?

We talked to people, had parties.

All the Vietnamese

would want to come around and either get us to go something for them or, you
know.

No, I really don't ... don't have too much 6m a feeling for that tour.

C:

Darn, you were there.

R:

Yes.

C:

I can't get a feeling from you.

R:

I know.

C:

Where will I get it from?

R:

I don•t know.

C:

Uhn huhn.

R:

He's a very bright guy, by the way.

C:

Does he live here in D. C. ?

R:

Hunh?

C:

Does. he live right here in this area?

R:

No, I don'· t think so..

no idea ,

Well, of course, you ought to talk to Dan Ellsbu~g ,, (.sp?}.

Very bright.

I think ... I don't know where he lives.

I have

Once in awhile you see something about him at some protest meeting

or something like that.
C;

Now it was then in

R:

Yes.

That period.

1

65 and '67 that he was part of your group?
At one point, I'm not sure what happened, but I

thi nk_ he figured that he didn I t have enough to do, or he wasn't. .. he didn '·t
ha,ve a job, so he was turned over to the Deputy Ambassador.,.1 1 11 think of
it in a -minute . ., but at the moment I can'' t think of his name.
strange ?

Isn't that

He was· full Ambassador, but he was called Deputy Ambassador.

He

,, ,we had two A,mbassadors there 1 in fact later on we had _another l"\;mbassado:t:,

\1
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R:

Colby was called an Ambassador.

C:

Oh, was he?

R:

Yes-, when he was- heading up the Phoenix prog;t:'~.

the track.

Let "s- see,

;e

got ' off .

What', Mas your question again?

C:

Ellsburg.

You were telling me about: ,E:llsburg.

R:

Oh, yeah.

I don't know where he is now.

C:

A.nd you were saying that ...

R:

I' haven •t seen him ...

C:

, . . he was loaned to the Deputy Ambassador .

R:

That• s , right.

Who was at that point working on pacificabion, and so he

actually • •.
C:

Would that be Porter?

R:

Yes-, of course.

yes-.

I liked him.

C:

What did Ellsburg do for him?

R:

I don't know.

C:

Did Ellsburg ever go out and observe American infantry units and tha,t

Bill Porter .

Bill?

Yes, not Bob, hut Bill Porter.

Yes,,

He was very good.

scrt of taing?
R:

I don't know.

••• :e don t t

knolt,

He did maiR'3 some trips o fil t, I know that.

What exactly he

I don' t know.

C:

Had he already started to become careless with ...

R:

No.

C;

,.,documents?

R:

Well, I don 1't think that I should say so,

T don• t kne>w-,

Of cou'l'.'se, he

wasn •·t exactly careless with the Pentagon papers.
C;

Oh., he was very I very careful with them wa,sn I t he ?

Xeroxing to do.

Tha,t 1' s a lot of
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'R :

Yes'., it is·.

I suppose he must ha,ve met Sheehan when he was with us.

I knew Sheehan, very fine reporter, too.

Also had a lovely wife who was a

reporter.
C:

How long did you know Rufe Phillips?

R·

Well, I first met him, the first time when I went to Viet Nam in

1

54.

He and this other group, a number of people, had come down, I was told from
Korea, I suppose that's right, to be with Lansdale.

They wete all TDY, and

I don't know how long Rufe stayed that particular time.

I think it must have

Then ... I've known him off and on since then.

been six months or so maybe.

Now- later on ... well, he left the Agency and then he became head of the AID
Then I think he left government

station or whatever they call it,, in Viet Nam.
completely and took over his father's business.
C:

Oh, the airport thing his father had started?

R:

r·

C;

Well, in

R:

Well, you know, it's· a very strange thing.

think so.
1

That's the way I understood it.
Is tha,t correct?

65 and '67 you were still CIA?

Yes, I was still

as far as the tour was concerned, I was State Department.

cnr,.

but

And I was not a

pa'l'.'t c,f the station and had no connection with the station, except that I
would act as liaison on any particular matter that came up that touched their
i .n terest.

But

r

didn't even see the traffic.

It was a very strange thing ,

I was· simply State Department.
C:

r

don 1 t.,.there are a lots of things that I don't understand about CIA.

When a, person like you goes to work for them, do you take some sort of an oath.
of secrecy·,

Like 9- pe'l'.'son going in the military says, you know·, I promise to

·uphold the Constitution •..
R:

Oh., sure.

Oh, sure,

Yeah, of course.

I can ... I can say that I was

ll
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Not everybody can.

'R:

CIA .

C:

Why is, that'?

F,:

Well,, it depends-. , •
Once you are retired .••
n
Well ~ it depends-•.. there. are c ertain things that I know about that are

still classified.

And if I had been under what they call deep cover, then

I probably would not be !able to admit that I was CIA.

It's decided in each

case when a person retires or resigns, it's decided whether he can admit that
he wa,s CIA or not.

And in some cases, they can't, because there are sensitive

--matters that can •.. well, I think it's obvious.

But in my case I can say that

I' w-as, CIA and admit it.
C:

You foreshortened that.

R:

Pardon'?

C:

You • . , I was expecting you to go on a little longer and then you said,
IJ

well ~ that•· s obvious and I• m not sure it's obvious to me-.

R;

Oh, you mean the ... that some people that have worked fol'.' CI'A are not

i:1,llowed to say that they were?
C:

Uhn, huhn.

R.:

Well, it depends on what they were doing and if, for exarnple, they- ha,d

been under what's called deep cover, perhaps a commercial organizatipn o r
something like that, where they were actually, you know, supposed to be a
part of the community and supposed ... just for an example, suppose that they
had been what the Agency calls a case officer to some imp ortant local per sonage,
per haps· in the gover nment, which. the Agency quite obviously would not like to
hav e known, then they would not want him to go around say.:j:ng, oh, sur e, I' wa,sc:rA ,

Now, of course, the Agency has changed a lot, and lots· of things have , • .
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R:

well, see I' left, I •ve been retired for I think 14 years· now·.

cut fiefore all the difficulties started.

r· think it•s a very fine Agency.

I got

It had its bad times, as· you know·.

It•s far and away to my mind the best of;

the governmental agencies that I have had anything t0 do with_, with the
exception of the State Department.

The State Department is professional,

and at its- best, it is very good indeed.

But the Agency has had a very bad

name for some years now, and it's ... much of it is not warranted in my feeling.
C:

So you are suggesting that there are many people who may.,.who worked

for the C!A who would never be able to
R:

well, there' s some.

proporticm is.

I don I t know.

Many·, I have no idea wha, t the

But there are some, sure.

C:

Interesting, interesting.

R:

I don't think by and large that Lansdale admits to being,,.to ha,ve

been CIA, most of the time.

It's so well known that there's no real reason

for not admitting it, I suppose.
C:

But I don't think he maRes a point ...

That's correct.
Did you ever happen to cross paths with a man named Robey McCauley?

R:

Dontt think so.

C:

Well, he's my editor at Houghton Mifflin and he's ex-CHi..

R;

ls that right?

C:

Yeah.

F,;

Oh~

C:

So ;r thought.possibly you ...

R:

('.)h_, no, no.

C:

,,

W.ell J

That doesn't mean anything to me.

No •••

:r:"lll

p1,bout ready· to 't'un down ~

Oh ,.' what is your impression of Bill Colby?

Let me check tn:r;;ouglL all o:I: · tlii:S~t
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He'' s · perhaps the best CIA officer that I've ever known. He is· absolutely
but
astonishing . Heis, aoselutely top ...notch.
I've nothing /jood to say of him.

R:

C:

For people in intelligenc e business, I've yet to hear anybody •.. any

different.
R•

Is· that right.

Well, there was some ... at one point ',: actually it was

when he was head, the Director of CIA, and he was testifying before Congress.
A number of people thought that he told them too much; that he sort of gave

away the family jewels.

Well, I admire him so much that my feeling was, if

he did it, it had to be done, or it was the best thing to do.
it that way.

But aside from that, that is the only argument that I've heard

against Bill Colby.
C:

I should put

He's a great guy.

well, I guess in closing, what I'd like for you to do is give me a thumb-

nail sketch. of your feelings about General Lansdale.

R:

Well, he's a personal friend, don't forget.

C:

Right.

R:

I admire him very much indeed, very much.

qualities.

He's not good at all kinds of things.

He has some ver,y, verY' strong
He's not good at organizatio n.

I think he also has a tendency to be too loyal to some of the people who have
worked for him, to the point of supporting them when he might have been better
off to have stronger people.

But maybe,' tlot, I don't know.

After all, when you

say that somebody is, I mean really supports his subordinate s, that's usually

a good thing and not something that's bad.

As I say, personal friend, and I've

known him and liked him for quite sometime now.
very good indeed.

Now, I

And in his prime he was really

say that, I mean after all, he is getting older •.•

C;

Oh., yes;,

R;

.•• and certainly I can't do lots of; things that I could have done 30 years

a,go.

'A very fine perscm,

I think perhaps if he has a fault, I think he may tend
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R:

to delude himself sometimes.

stories that he tells,

I don't, for example, believe all the

But I think he does believe them.

we all have lapses- of memory and so forth.

I think, you know-,

r 1·m

Well, let me put it this way,

nat the anly person who has that kind of feeling, because occasionally, this·
la,st time when we;_·were out there, I would be interpreting for Lansdale with
some French-speaking Vietnamese and he wouilld write it up himself.

This is

quite common, and then he would send the report to Lodge, and Sam

Carrick

would read the report and then he would say to me, now·, Joe, wha,t really
happened?

It's ..• perhaps I shouldn't say these things, but the fact is

do feel that sometimes that he may delude himself on some things,

r

Probablyv

feels so strongly about things, and maybe it's a question of memory, too,
some things •. . certainly some things he says don' t agree completely with my
own recollection, but then

r

could be wrong too.

But, no, I"m -verr;y- f~nd · of

him.

C:

I first encountered that sort of thing on the first book I wrote, about

Ben Franklin, that I finally had to sum it up by saying something like, Franklin
in his writings told us not what happened, but what he wanted us to think
happened or what he thought happened, and there was a third thing that kind
of gets· away from me ... memory does that, you know.

Franklin, I know·, died as

a well-loved American patriot primarily because he'd outlived all of hi_s
enemies·.

You ought to see some of the scurrilous things that pe!Dple 25 and 30

and 40 years ea,rlier had said about him.
R:

I:s that Tight;'

C:

Oh_1 yes,

R:

That\.s interesting

C:

One of his people that,,. in later years-, Franklin said was a good frhmd

.- \

of his, said, if ever a man deserved to go to hell, surely· Fra,nklin does•;
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R:

Really?

C:

Yes.

R:

This is a biography ?

C:

Yes.

-1\;

Oh., . ri11 read it .

J' '•ll read it . ..

